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The analysis of professional competency geography teachers in public and private high school in district pringsewu 2014 is expected to know professional competency: (1) the materials comprehension, (2) sustainable professional development, (3) the utilization of information technology and communication, (4) the control of standard competence/core competence and basic competence and (5) the development of materials.

This research used descriptive method. The population of this research was 25 geography teacher. Data collecting technique of this research was conducted by using test technique, observation and documentation. The Technique of analysis data used a percentage.

The results of research showed professional competency geography teacher have low criteria, with indicator: (1) the most of geography teacher have the ability of materials comprehension with enough criteria, (2) the most of geography teacher in sustainable professional development with less criteria, (3) the most of geography teacher have the ability of utilization of information technology and communication with enough criteria, (4) the most of geography teacher have the ability of mastering standard of competence and the core competence of the core and standards of competence with less criteria, (5) the most of geography teacher have the ability of the development of material with less criteria.